(Dated: 17 October 2019) In many physical situations involving diverse length scales, waves or rays representing them travel through media characterized by spatially smooth, random, modest refactive index variations. "Primary" diffraction (by individual subwavelength features) is absent. Eventually the weak refraction leads to imperfect focal "cusps". Much later, a statistical regime characterized by momentum diffusion is manifested. An important intermediate regime is often overlooked, one that is diffusive only in an ensemble sense. Each realization of the ensemble possesses dramatic ray limit structure that guides the waves (in the same sense that ray optics is used to design lens systems). This structure is a universal phenomenon called branched flow. Many important phenomena develop in this intermediate regime. Here we give examples and some of the physics of this emerging field.
Electron waves refracted by disorder in high mobility semiconductors, ocean waves deflected by surface eddies, sound waves refracted in the turbulent atmosphere or refracted underwater by temperature, salinity, and pressure variations, tsunami waves refracted by variations in ocean bottom depths, gravitational lensing of light by galactic clusters including associated dark matter, deflection of light in media with refractive index fluctuations, large scale structure of the universe, light refracted by living tissue, and the earliest studied example we know of: pulsargenerated microwaves refracted by ionized interstellar clouds. These are some of the examples of waves (or rays in the classical limit) in their natural environment that are weakly deflected (forward scattered) by essentially random fluctuations in a medium with correlation lengths longer than a wavelength. These systems exhibit a long neglected but important transport regime, transitioning between ballistic and diffusive behavior.
Introduction: tsunami waves in shallow water
What is certainly the most fearful example of branched flow is a good platform to introduce the phenomenon: ocean tsunami waves. Subsurface earthquakes (or large coastal landslides) may excite energetic surface gravity ocean waves of extremely long wavelengths (in the range of several tens to hundreds of kilometers). The waves, traveling hundreds of kilometers an hour, are propagating in very shallow water relative to their wavea) https://www-heller.harvard.edu b) https://www.ds.mpg.de/meso c) https://www.zib.de/members/kramer length. A March 2011 magnitude 9 earthquake offshore of Tohoku Japan initially caused waves to propagate outward like ripples from a rock thrown into a shallow pond. However, for those waves heading away from shore, weak refraction caused by variations in bottom depth accumulate to create dramatic branch-like energy or flux density variations, as illustrated in the NOAA tsunami wave energy plot, Fig. 1 . This image is typical of branched flow. See the NOAA website https://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/honshu20110311/ for other images including a revealing animation.
The speed of the tsunami wave is proportional to the square-root of the ocean depth, averaged on scales of the order of the wavelength. Underwater mounds act as focusing lenses 1 , depressions act as diffusing lenses. Even depth fluctuations of only a few percent can lead to formation of branches. It was shown recently that the bottom depths of earth's oceans are not known well enough to accurately predict the locations of distant tsunami branches 2 . Life saving wave energy predictions could be done well before destructive energy reached shore, if the ocean depths were better known.
Branched flow involves many small angle refraction events caused by smooth weak fluctuations in the medium, each spanning several wavelengths or more (for tsunamis these are ocean bottom depth variations). Classical ray tracing is applicable, depending on the wavelength relative to the size of the refractive features. The source of the waves needs to be localized in some way that is best described as a surface or "manifold" in phase space, such as emission in many directions from a spatially localized point source (as from the Tohoku earthquake or a pulsar), or a spatially extended source with initially restricted propagation directions, like a plane wave. Many real sources correspond to "fuzzy" manifolds, only semi-localized in phase space; physical examples are light rays from the disk of the sun or waves leaving a storm from a region on the ocean, with a range of propagation directions. The branching phenomenon is still rich and dramatic for these "averaged" sources. The colored band in figure 3 below are fuzzy manifolds.
Ray modeling
Although the gross branched structure follows from classical ray tracing, the signal is certainly decorated with interference effects for coherent sources like pulsars (see below). At long propagation distances, the differences between ray simulations and the actual wave evolution can become profound. Not nearly enough is known about the wave-ray correspondence breakdown.
A picture worth a thousand words is seen in figure 2 , which abruptly changes from ray to wave solutions for 2D transport over a smoothly varying weak random potential (not shown). There is a point source of the waves or rays at the center. Obvious agreements and some subtle differences between the ray tracing (pink) and the wave solutions are seen.
There is a very efficient way to summarize the detailed classical flow, by erecting a surface (in this case a circle) perpendicular to the average flow, and plotting the position (here the angle θ) of intersection on the surface versus the momentum component p θ along the surface, for each ray that penetrates the surface (a Poincaré surface of section). Circles of different radii reveal the evolution of the flow in phase space. The evolution is equivalent to an area preserving nonlinear map of the phase plane into itself, as seen in figure 2.
Photoshop dynamics
It is very instructive to define a discrete, nonlinear, "kicked" map for rays. This closely mimics following rays passing through a succession of independent thin lenses or phase screens. Each iteration of the map applies a new random (with some correlation length) impulsive momentum kick; the momentum is the component normal to the mean flow. The kick is followed by a shear corresponding to free drift, defining a single kick-drift cycle. The kick-drift model is equivalent to the paraxial limit of a series of thin lenses or phase screens in the optical case. In a N-dimensional kick-drift model the (N + 1)st coordinate is time, whereas it is a physical length in an (N + 1) dimensional coordinate space for a series of thin lenses.
The kick-drift model is easy to define as a point-topoint area preserving mapping of the phase plane into itself, under
The potential V n (x) changes randomly with each n, however retaining certain statistical properties such as a correlation length in x.
In the plane this protocol can be implemented by standard image processing using software like Photoshop or the python script provided at https://github.com/tobiaskramer/branch.
Starting with some marked zones in the image representing phase space (for example using lines and small disks as in figure 3 ), a random (with a given correlation length) spatially varying vertical momentum shear is applied (frame 2 in figure 3 ). Frame 3 depicts the subsequent effect of free drifting,linear shearing to the right with positive momentum and to the left with negative, while frames 4 through 6 show the result of further random kick-drift cycles. Finally frame 7 shows the projection of the red band region of the first frame onto coordinate space. The branches are revealed as brighter red zones in the projection; note that most zones have more than one red region in the phase plane contributing to them. In the wave or quantum version, these separate contributions would carry their own phase and amplitude, interfering constructively or destructively. The qualitative features seen here apply even if thousands of kick-drift cycles are involved, with much smaller kicks.
The fate of fuzzy manifolds can be seen in figure 3 , where the colored bands span a small range of initial momenta and are therefore fuzzy manifolds. See also the discussion surrounding figure 6 below.
Some stable or nearly stable zones survive the six kickdrift cycles, as seen by the black disks that are still relatively undistorted at step 6
Dimensionality
The branching phenomenon applies in three as well as two dimensional wave flow. Figure 4 is a ray tracing simulation of a three dimensional propagation, such as might occur with sound waves traveling through an atmosphere with spatial temperature and velocity fluctuations inducing refraction. Nearly everyone has noticed irregular loudness variations of the sound of a jet far overhead. The loudness pattern on the ground is a moving (as the source moves) variation like that seen with light on a pool bottom; see figure 4 . Indeed, the chance focusing of damaging sonic booms onto sensitive places like surgery rooms contributed to the 1971 banning of commercial supersonic flight over land in the United States.
Characteristic length scales, features, diffusion
One can ask of figure 2 : what determined the average angular distance d between the first focal cusps, and what determines the radial distance L from the origin to the typical first cusp 3, 4 ? Suppose the flow is classical with trajectories having energy E, but the smooth potential undulations are typically of height or depth << E. Then simple arguments about the deflection of rays by the undulations show that the distance between cusps is given by the correlation length d of the potential bumps, and the radial distance L to the first focal cusps is given where τ = 1/D. Thus in weakly refracting media, /E 1, the mean free path = |v| τ ∝ ( /E) 2 d is much larger than the typical branching length scale, i.e. L. Therefore there is a wide regime where wave propagation is dominated by branched flow. The caveat of these kind of arguments is that they are ensemble results; individual cases (as in figures 2 and 1) are in many aspects more revealing.
The geometry of classical ray tracing branched flow, wave propagation branched flow, and the relation between them require more study. One aspect always mentioned is the caustics, i.e. fold catastrophies of the phase space flow projected onto coordinate space. However these alone do not account for the formation of strong branches. Another measure introduced some years ago is the rarefaction exponent 7 , a measure of the stretching or compression of the initial manifold along itself, i.e. along the direction tangent to the manifold surface. Compression along this direction can pile up flux density to create branches without caustics or enhance branches with them.
Stable Branches
Investigating sound propagation under the ocean, Wolfson and Tomsovic 8 first recognized the subclass of branches that can be termed "stable": Zones of initial conditions that, by accident, lead to stable or nearly stable evolution of nearby trajectories for some finite distance or time. For some subclass of initial conditions it will happen that dilating and contracting directions of phase space successively almost cancel each other. Clearly, the percentage of such "lucky" zones of initial conditions must decrease exponentially with time, but several nearly stable zone are identified as nearly undistorted disks surviving after six violent kick-drift episodes in figure 3 ; stable or nearly stable branches can easily be identified in figure 2 , top right.
Large scale structure of the universe; comets and pool bottoms: single kicks
The popular Zeldovitch model of the large scale structure of the universe results from a single early universe kick and drift episode, followed by "sticky" gravitational effects after caustics form. It is thought that the relatively uniform early universe matter distribution possessed random fluctuations in velocities, down to some cut-off length scale. Or, the initial dynamics could be a slow gravitational acceleration due to nascent mass density fluctuations. Both mass and velocity variances are attributed to quantum fluctuations in the first instants of the universe. In both (or combined) cases there is a long period of free (or weakly accelerated) drift of relatively tenuous and mostly non-interacting matter. This kick and drift cycle leads to formation of caustics looking very much like those in figure 4 , B, before gravitational effects changes the dynamics and things become "sticky," halting the free drift. Following up on this idea with numerical simulations gives rise to structures very like the observed cosmic web of matter, including the large voids 9 and highlighted by J. Peebles in his book on the large scale structure of the universe in the chapter "caustics and pancakes" 10 . This is single kick 3D branched flow, with time being the 4th dimension, i.e. the flow coordinate. The initial kick-drift episode is entirely analogous to sunlight falling on a pool bottom after being refracted by surface waves. Interestingly, the departure of matter from the undulating surface of a comet is much the same story, with matter being ejected everywhere predominantly normal to the local tangent plane 11 .
Pulsar microwaves
Microwaves launched towards earth by pulsars are often refracted by one or more intervening partially ionized interstellar clouds. The waves escape the clouds to begin long free space traverses, often followed by a second, third, ... cloud followed again by a free propagation episode, finally reaching earth. The microwave source is an observational dream: pulsed, broadband, and a virtual pinpoint in the sky. The ionized clouds are dispersive (with propagation speed going as 1/ω 2 ) with total time delays measuring the total column density of electrons. It may take several minutes or more for the microwaves from a single pulse to arrive at earth, shortest wavelengths first. The refractive index variations within a cloud are surely multiscale. The stunning microwave data at a radio telescope like Arecebo is taken as a "spectrogram", i.e. signal strength as a function of both time (typically on the order of hours) and frequency (typically displayed over a range of 10 MHz starting between 30 and 1500 MHz), well within uncertainty principle limits. The signal, traveling for many years through clouds and our mostly empty galaxy, usually varies dramatically by the minute, hour, day,... at a single telescope. This is due mainly to "scanning," i.e. proper motion of a pulsar moving relative to a cloud, the earth presumably passing through different branches, and the interference of coherent microwaves that have taken different paths to reach the telescope.
Pulsar microwaves are the earliest example we are aware of (Pidwerbetsky PhD thesis, Cornell, 1988 12 ) where ray tracing led to a clear depiction of the branched flow regime and some of its implications. The seminal pulsar microwave paper by Cordes, Pidwerbetsky, and Lovelace 13 contains nuggets of Pidwerbetsky's thesis. A key recent innovation (Stinebring 14 ) led to new insight and discovery: perform a double Fourier transform of the radio telescope time-frequency "dynamic spectrum" as it is called (we would prefer "primary spectrogram") to create a "secondary spectrum" (or "Fourier spectrogram"). The results look nothing like the primary spectrum. They are surprising, some are beautiful, and very informative. They often feature one or two types of sometimes sharp parabolic arcs, different for each pulsar, see figure 5 .
The clouds are modeled as thin sheets and may generate something akin to kick and drift dynamics for several successive cloud encounters. As early as 1986, Cordes and Wolzczan noted "...multipath refractive scattering must be a common occurrence" in pulsar microwaves arriving at earth 15 . This is branched flow.
Indeed the pulsar data is so rich that it inspires new laboratory measurements on other systems, suggesting experiments with broadband, pulsed, point sources and detectors with timescales shorter than those in the medium (probing turbulence this way comes to mind).
Semiconductor 2DEG electron flow
We were introduced to the branched flow regime by micron scale scanning probe microscope measurements of electron flow in 2DEGS (two degree of freedom electron gasses). Bob Westervelt's lab at Harvard produced spectacular images of of electron flow in a 2DEG [16] [17] [18] , including high resolution ones showing interference fringes. The trajectories run on a mock up of the typical potential field seen by an electron soon revealed the origin of the branched flow seen in the experiments 19 . Electrons are supplied to the two dimensional layer by ionized atoms in an adjacent donor layer, but the ions induce a smooth nonuniform potential field that randomly deflects the electrons flowing from a quantum point contact.
Ocean Freak Waves
Shortly after the 2DEG electron flow data was understood to be a result of branched flow, the question arose as to other wave phenomena that might be living undetected in the branched flow regime. The propagation of wave energy from a storm system through random refracting current eddies in the ocean comes to mind. With one exception, the field of extreme ocean waves had made a jump from a theory of uniform sampling Gaussian random statistics pioneered by Christopher Longuette-Higgins, to important considerations of nonlinear wave interactions. The impetus for this jump was the field observation of far more frequent freak wave events than uniform Gaussian random statistics could account for. White and Fornberg 20 were the exception; they attributed freak waves to the linear wave focussing due to ocean gyre lenses, using a simple incident plane wave as an example. Their studies gave a clear, early example of branched flow. This came under heavy criticism, since no dispersion in the initial wave propagation direction was considered. Critics argued that dispersion would wash out the effects of caustics, which White and Fornberg thought to be the genesis of freak waves. In fact, dispersion of initial wave direction (a case of fuzzy manifolds) does not wipe out even large fluctuations in wave energy downstream. By including those fluctuations in a non-uniform Gaussian sampling scheme, a factor of 50 more freak wave events than with uniform sampling became plausible, requiring no nonlinear wave interactions 21 .
The dispersion of wave propagation directions is a classic case of a manifold of initial conditions being replaced by a fuzzy manifold. The branching, while somewhat smoothed off by a 10% or 20% dispersion in initial wave direction, actually survives in quite high contrast and surprisingly develops more contrast and even finer structure downstream ( figure 6 ). The excess freak wave probability was accounted for without involving nonlinear effects (not denying their crucial importance in the "end game" of the formation of a very large wave 22 ) by nonuniform Gaussian sampling over the energy density of branches of the branches surviving the fuzzy manifold. It is thus possible that the ignition step of freak waves is still in the linear regime.
The connection of branched flow and ocean freak waves has inspired studies of freak wave formation in microwave cavities 23, 24 and in optics for populating branches 25
Summary
We have mentioned some of the earliest examples we are aware of that we now call branched flow. The universality of the phenomenon and huge range of appli-FIG. 6. Fuzzy manifolds and freak waves At the left is seen a long time average of the energy in a wave simulation using a 10 degree range of wave propagation directions, randomly phased, incident from the top, impinging on the random potential field shown in color in the middle panel. The red areas at the right show where large amplitude freak wave events occurred during the simulation. The vertical height of the images is approximately 50 wavelengths of the incident waves. Freak events happened transiently and randomly as a result of the increased wave energy in the branches and vagaries of the phases and amplitudes of the incoming wave set. Note that fine detail and large amplitude fluctuations appear even quite far from the onset of refraction.
cations at astronomically different scales suggests it is worthy of more effort. Branched flow lies in the interesting regime between the first focal cusps and eventual random diffusive scattering in a refractive medium with length scales over a wavelength. Importantly, what can be learned about the refracting medium given knowledge of the source and the arriving signal?
